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A bargain is a bargain. 
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ABSTRACf 

In this report the main components of a mul ti-frequency antenna system 

for propagation experiments wi th the large telecommunications satell i te 

Olympus have been reviewed. The antenna system consists of a classical dual

reflector Cassegrain antenna with a sil~le-aperture multi-frequency primary 

feed system. The 12/20/30 GHz beacons of Olympus provide stable and pure 

signals for the direet measurement of atmospheric influences on radio-wave 

propagation. and they provide a directional reference for the alignment of 

earth-station antennas. 

The geometry and the electrical characteristics of a classical Cassegrain 

antenna. with a corrugated horn primary feed. have been considered. Subjects 

that have been touched on are: geomet:rical relationships. strut geometry. 

subre£lector size. illumination taper. blocking. surface accuracy. polar

isation efficiency. and on-axis polarisation discrimination. High values of 

on~axis polarisation discrimination can be achieved by using precision 

reflector surfaces and a primary feed with a low level of crosspolarised 

radiation. 

The feed ·system consists of a horn antenna and a microwave network. At 

each of the beacon frequencies. the radiation pattern of the f.eed system is 

required to have axi.al symmetry. low crosspolarisation and a prescribed 

ampli tude decay. These requirements Call be 'met by using a ,corrugated horn 

supporting balanced 'hybrid modes at these frequencies. If. at the three 

beacon frequencies. the phase error in the horn aperture is sufficiently 

large. nearly equal beamwidths and coincident phase centres are obtained. A 

procedure for the determination of the aperture radius and the semi-flare 

angle of the horn. rulS been included. The horn antenna of the feed system 
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can be a corrugated horn with either deep single-depth grooves or with deep 

dual-depth grooves. The match of the horn to the rest of the feed system is 

real ized by a matching section wi th gradually changing geometrical para-

meters. At the lowest beacon frequency, difference modes are allowed to 

propagate in the oversized waveguide connected wi th the matching section. 

These modes are used in a rnul timode autotrack system. Fundamental-mode 

propagation at the three beacon frequencies is realized by stepwise 

narrowing the waveguide diameter. In order to extract from the waveguide 

sections the propagation signals and the tracking signals, narrow-band 

couplers of the resonant cavity type can be applied. 

General observations and analytical results with regard to the components 

of the feed system have been given. These results provide necessary design 

informa.tion. The final design of the feed system, however. can only be 

arrived at by supplementary experiments with the joined components. 

Worm, S.C.J. 
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THE OLYMPUS SATELLITE. 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCfION 

The growth of satellite communications forces satellite communications 

systems to make use of millimeter-wave frequency bands (e.g. 20/30 GHz) in 

areas where propagation condi tions arE~ not too adverse. Compared wi th the 

almost fully occupied 4/6 GHz and 11114 GHz frequency bands larger band

widths are available and interferenc" problems with different satellite 

communications systems and wi th terrE~strial services are reduced. Small 

earth-station antennas si ted in interf.:~rence-protected areas near to ci ties 

can then be used allowing savings in terrestrial communications links and 

increasing the possible traffic via satellite. 

However. the influence of meteorological events on radio-wave propagation 

through the atmosphere is more severe for the higher radio-frequencies than 

for the lower ones. Propagation effects playa dominant role in the design 

of 20/30 GHz satellite communications services. To establish reliable link 

budgets and to evaluate system design options, an accurate knowledge of the 

statistical nature of atmospheric radio-wave propagation and its variability 

over the coverage area of a communica.tions system employing 20/30 GHz is 

needed. The combined effect of signal attenuation and antenna-noise increase 

may require a large margin in the carrier-to-noise density ratio in order to 

obtain a certain grade of service for a given percentage of time. In view of 

the possibi li ty of reusing the frequency spectrum by means of polarisation 

diversi ty, depolarising effects of th" propagation medium upon signals in 

the millimetre-wave frequency bands should be considered. When traversing 

the troposphere. serious depolarisation will occur due to precipitation. 

mainly rain [21]. Depolarisation due t,o rain depends upon the shape of the 

rain drops, the statistical distribution of the orientation of the major 

drop axes, and the effective rain path, which is related to the precipi ta-
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tion rate. Furthermore. clear air turbulence. the random refractive index. 

multipath effects and Faraday rotation may cause small amounts of depolari

sation. Reliable models for signal loss. depolarisation and other signal 

impairments introduced by propagation of radio waves through the atmosphere 

are required. 

In the 11/14 GHz band a lot of information has been obtained with the aid 

of the propagation beacon facilities of the Orbital Test Satellite OTS. From 

these data 20/30 GHz propagation characteristics can be estimated by use of 

frequency scaling laws of which a detailed Imowledge is necessary. The 

propagation payload of the experimental large telecommunications satellite 

Olympus (a planned geostationary satellite at the orbital position 190 W ± 

0.070 E-W/N-S [4]) is designed to provide on the one hand a directional 

reference for the alignment of earth-station antennas and on the other hand 

stable and pure beacon signals for direct measurements. the results of which 

serve the study of propagation characteristics and frequency scaling laws 

for short-term and long-term applications. 

The propagation payload of Olympus comprises three linearly polarised 

coherent beacons. viz. BO' Bl and B2 . operating at 12.501866 GHz. 19.770393 

GHz and 29.655589 GHz. respectively. The beacon BO covers the visible earth. 

as seen from the sate 11 ite posi tion. with a minimum EIRP (Effective Iso

tropically Radiated Power) of 10 dBW on Y polarisation (i.e. the direction 

of the electric field of BO is perpendicular to the earth equatorial plane). 

The beacons Bl and B2 cover Europe wi th a minimum EIRP of 24 dBW. The 

polarisation of the beacon Bl can be set either to X (i.e. orthogonal to Y) 

or to Y continuously. or can be switched between X and Y. The beacon B2 is 

polarised in the Y direction. The depolarisation level of the beacon signals 

due to imperfections and misalignments of the satellite antennas is expected 

to be ~ -30 dB. In Table 1 the main characteristics of the three beacons of 
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the Olympus propagation payload are sunmarized. 

Table 1. Main characteristics of the- Olympus propagation payload. 

Beacon Frequency Polarisation Coverage Min. EIRP Depolarisation 

(GHz) (dBW) (dB) 

BO 12.501866 Y visible 10 ~ -30 

earth 

B1 19.770393 either X or y, Europe 24 ~ -30 

or swi tched 

B2 29.655589 Y Europe 24 ~ -30 

Several earth-station configurations can be used in order to receive the 

beacons BO' B1 and B2 of Olympus. In one of these configurations each of the 

beacons can be received by a separate antenna. This configuration is 

attractive as it resul ts in the independent and relatively straightforward 

design of each antenna and its related feed system. On the other hand, an 

important part of the cost of an antE~nna system is taken up in the main 

reflector and its supporting structure. Hence, the station configuration 

mentioned is an expensive one because of the number of antennas. Further

more, with the antennas spaced apart, the frequency-diversi ty information 

contained in the measured data will be masked by site-diversity information. 

Therefore, considerable advantages can be gained if the reflector(s) and the 

supporting structure of one antenna system can be used for the reception of 

the three beacons. 

The next earth-station configurations that are briefly touched on will 
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use a mul ti-band antenna system. In order to separate the beacon signals. 

dichroic surfaces can be employed. These surfaces can be in the form of a 

periodically perforated metallic screen or in the form of arrays of printed

circuit elements supported by a dielectric substrate. The transmission and 

reflection properties of these surfaces vary with frequency and polarisa

tion, dependent on the shape of the perforations or the printed-circuit 

elements and on the coupling between them. A dichroic surface may be 

reflective at one frequency while it is transparent at another frequency. 

Furthermore, orthogonally polarised fields can be separated by dichroic 

surfaces. Each reflection or transmission will cause some losses or some 

depolarisation. By use of dichroic surfaces, the reflector(s) of an antenna 

system can be utilized simultaneously by multiple feeds at the cost of an 

increase in overall dimensions of the antenna system. 

In another mul ti-band antenna configuration use is made of a single

aperture multi-band feed. The technically most demanding component of this 

antenna system is the feed system which must provide at least the orthogonal 

components of the propagation signals at each of the beacon frequencies and 

which must possibly provide the angle tracking signals and the polarisation 

tracking signals. 

In the present report, we are concerned with the study of an antenna con

figuration consisting of a classical Cassegrain reflector-antenna and a 

single-aperture mul ti-band feed. Chapter 2 deals with the properties of 

classical Cassegrain reflector-antennas. Furthermore, a method is given to 

determine the aperture radius and the semi-flare angle of a corrugated 

conical horn in order to realize a prescribed ampli tude taper at the 

reflector edge. In chapter 3 multi-band feeds, matching sections, mode 

exciters and the detection of modal fields in the feed system will be dis

cussed. In chapter 4 the main results of this report are summarized. 
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2. TIIE ANTENNA SYSTEM 

2.1. Introduction 

Important electrical characteristics of an earth-station antenna-system 

are the antenna gain G. the system noise temperature Ts and the polarisation 

purity. The maximum antenna gain is rdated to the aperture area A of the 

antenna and to the wavelength A by 

2 
G = lnrA/A . (2.1) 

Generally, the maximum gain will not be obtained due to various effects, 

e.g. non-uniform aperture illumination, spillover of radiation along the 

reflector(s), surface tolerances, depolarisation, blocking and diffraction 

losses. Each of thes,e effects is genel·ally accounted for by an efficiency 

factor 1J ~ 1. 

The system noise temperature depends on the frequency band, the elevation 

of the antenna, the type of antenna, the feed, the components which connect 

the feed and the receivers, and on noise contributions of the receiver. 

Internal noise is introduced by loss .. s and impedance mismatches in the 

antenna system. Internal noise can be mInimized by using good conductors for 

the reflecting surfaces, by using low-loss waveguides which are well 

matched, by keeping the waveguide runs as short as possible and by avoiding 

that a water film is formed on prot€,ctive dielectric surfaces. External 

noise is accepted from sources such ali the earth, the atmosphere and the 

galaxy. For a given antenna orientation, external noise can be reduced by 

shaping the overall radiation pattern so as to discriminate against the 
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sources mentioned. Especially the noise contribution of the ground is 

important as the ground usually acts as a thermal source of 290 K. In a 

front-fed parabolOid antenna the spillover from the feed along the reflector 

is directed towards the ground whereas in a Cassegrain antenna the spillover 

is mainly directed towards the cold sky. so the antenna noise temperature is 

reduced. It is desired to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio S/N. which is 

proportional to G/(T + T ). where T is the antenna noise temperature and T 
e e 

is the receiver equivalent noise temperature. If T «T. maximum S/N is 
e 

obtained when G/T is nearly maximum. The best antenna gain-to-noise 

temperature ratio is usually obtained wi th a main ref lector illumination 

taper of 10-14 dB. 

The polarisation purity of the antenna system depends on the feed and its 

related microwave circuitry. on the subreflector andlor feed support struts. 

and on the geometry. alignment and surface accuracy of the reflectors. The 

antenna system itself should introduce as little depolarisation as possible. 

This can be achieved by using a rotationally symmetric Cassegrain antenna-

system fed with a corrugated conical horn. Asymmetrical feed systems. e.g. 

horn reflectors or beam waveguide feeds are disadvantageous in this respect. 

In order to avoid uncontrolled depolarisation a possible feed window wi 11 

have to be protected from the formation of water drops or of a layer of dew 

or water. The level of depolarised signals may also be enhanced by coupling 

tracking signals from higher-order modal fields which are exci ted in the 

feed when the narrow-beam receive antenna system is not correctly aligned 

towards the source. In case of linear polarisation the illumination in the 

aperture plane of a large reflector antenna should have an electric field 

wi th a constant direct ion. If necessary. the crosspolarisation performance 

of the antenna system may be improved by software or hardware compensation 

techniques [17]; in this report. however. we will not per sue this subject. 
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In the next sections the classical Cassegrain antenna fed wi th a cor-

ruga ted conical horn is discussed. In this antenna system one can locate the 

receiver close to the feed which is advantageous in low-noise applications. 

2.2. The classical Cassegrain antenna 

The geometry of the classical Cass"grain antenna is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The dual reflector antenna is derived from the optical telescope counterpart 

[8]. The design of the profiles of th,' reflectors is based on geometrical 

optics. As a result a wide-band reflector design is found. 

D/2 

fa 
paraboloi d 

F 

hyperboloid 

~t-~>2 
)~LJ=~._ 

Fig. 2.1. Geometry of the classical Cassegrain antenna. 
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The antenna employs a paraboloid for the main dish and a hyperboloid for 

the subreflector. One of the foci of the hyperboloid is the focal point of 

the antenna system at which the phase centre of the feed should be located. 

The arrangement of the feed and the reflectors is such that, in the transmit 

mode of operation, a spherical wave emerging from the phase centre of the 

feed is converted by the hyperboloid into a spherical wave virtually 

emerging from the focus of the main reflector. This wave in turn is 

reflected by the main reflector to give a plane wave propagating in the 

axial direction. 

The basic antenna dimensions are the diameter D and the focal length F of 

the paraboloid, the diameter D of the hyperboloid subreflector, and the 
s 

distance f between the foci of the hyperboloid. The subtended angle of the a 

main reflector is ~2 and the subtended angle of the subreflector is ~l' 

The quantities mentioned here are related by 

F/D (2.2) 

and 

= 2f /D . a s (2.3) 

The eccentricity c of the hyperboloid is given by 

tan (2.4) 

The subreflector profile, see Fig. 2.2 for the coordinates x and y, is given 

by 



where 

and 
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p 

-+-~o+~'cd ~ X 

°5/2 

Fig. 2.2. Profile of a hyperboloid subreflector. 

The magnification M of the antenna system is 

M = (6+1)/(6-1). 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

'In the dual-reflector Cassegrain antenna the focal length of the antenna 

system is M times the focal length of the paraboloid. Because of the in-
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creased effective focal length a feed with a narrow beam is required. Hence. 

a large aperture feed that may have a low level of crosspolarised radiation 

is needed. As a result the antenna system may exhibit lower off-axis cross-

polarised radiation and a higher on-axis isolation. 

The distance PI Os between the centre Os of the subreflector and PI is 

(2.9) 

and the distance ° ° between the centre ° of the main reflector and ° is 
m s m s 

° ° = F - F m s a (2.10) 

In designing for a given illumination taper at the aperture of the antenna 

system, space losses should be accounted for. The space loss L associated 
m 

with the paraboloid is 

and the space loss L due to the hyperboloid is 
s 

(2. 11) 

(2.12) 

An antenna with a large D in terms of wavelength will have a sharp main 

lobe, and a means to provide angle tracking signals may be necessary. The 

half-power beamwidth HPBW of the antenna is 

HPBW ~ 70 AID (degree). (2.13) 
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The tracking accuracy wi th which a r .. ceive antenna is pointed towards a 

source on board of a satellite is usually taken to be better than 0.05 HPBW 

- 0.1 HPBW. 

A disadvantage of the classical Cass,egrain antenna system is the blocking 

of the central part of the main aperture. Consequently a portion of the 

aperture will not 1><, illuminated and the blocked radiation will be re-

radiated. Blockage reduces the gain. increases the sidelobe level of the 

antenna radiation. and increases the antenna noise temperature. Central 

blockage may arise due to the feed or due to the subreflector. The sub-

reflector size cannot be decreased to reduce central blockage wi thout 

penalty. The finite o:ubreflector size gives rise to diffractions that cause 

main-reflector spillover. crosspolarised reflections from the subreflector. 

phase error losses and ampli tude taper losses. These excess losses are the 

diffraction losses. With increasing D the blockage increases and the dif
s 

fraction losses decrEase. The optimum subreflector diameter is D "0.1 D 
s 

for D ~ 10 A. As we reduce the subreflector diameter to decrease blockage. 
s 

the feed antenna must be located closer to the subreflector or a larger feed 

aperture is needed. in order to realize the same amplitude taper at the rim 

of the subreflector. Hence. blocking by the feed may eventually become 

larger than the blocking by the subreflector. In order to avoid that block-

ing by the feed is larger than blocking by the subreflector. the radius a of 

the feed aperture must satisfy 

a < D (f - p }/(:2F). 
sao 

(2.14) 

where p is the distance between the fe .. d aperture and the feed phase centre 
o 

located in PI; see Fil~' 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3. Blocking of the main reflector by the feed and by the sub-

reflector. 

Also the support struts give rise to a degradation of the boresight gain and 

an increase in the level of sidelobe radiation. The aperture area that is 

blocked by the struts is minimized by attaching the struts at the rim of the 

main reflector. The maximum of the radiation scattered by a strut is on a 

cone wi th semi-angle.., where.., is the angle between the strut and the 
o 0 

boresight direction of the antenna. The side lobe levels caused by the struts 

can be suppressed by attaching scattering bodies at the reflecting surface 

of the struts or by the application of bent struts [24]. 

Support struts will also generate boresight crosspolarised radiation if 

the strut is not aligned parallel to or perpendicular to the electric field. 

Other strut configurations may also not generate boresight crosspolarisation 
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because of synunetry properties of the antenna geometry although each single 

strut may generate a crosspolarised £i.,ld. 

Boresight crosspolarised radiation :ls generated too if reflector surface 

errors are present. As these errors give rise to random amplitude and phase 

distortions. on-axis cancellation of crosspolarised radiatien does not 

occur. Interference between orthogonally polarised signals will then arise 

due to the imperfeet isolation. In dual-polarisation applications, the 

generation of boresight crosspolarisal:ion may be of more importance than 

other effects of surface errors, e.g. the increase of the average level of 

the sidelobe radiation and the decreaSE! of gain. The statistical mean of the 

on-axis crosspolarised field is related to the root mean square surface 

error c The c of a dual-reflector Cassegrain antenna is related to rms rms 

the surface errors c of the main ref lE,ctor and c of the subreflector by 
". s 

c 
ruts (2.15) 

In general, c «c. The deviation from a wanted reflector profile may 
s In 

arise due to the reflector manufacture process, due to wind, temperature and 

snow, and due to the antenna orientation. 

For small errors the on-axis crosspolarised field is proportional to c 
rlns 

and for relatively large errors the on-·axis crosspolarisation is proportion

al to {I - exp(_2a2 )}1/2 where a is the ruts phase error [7]. Furthermore, 

the on-axis depolarisation is related to the correlation diameter of the 

surface errors and to the polarisation efficiency 17 of the antenna. The 
x 

efficiency 17 is def:ined as the ratio of the radiated power in the copolar
x 

ised field and the total radiated power. A graphical representation of the 
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on-axis isolation as a function of 6 with the correlation diameter and ~x rms 

as parameters is presented in [7]. High values of on-axis isolation can be 

achieved if.. -' )\/40 and 11 ~ 0.995. These requirements can be met 
rms x 

respectively by using precision reflector surfaces and by using a feed with 

a low level of crosspolarised radiation. 

The effect of surface errors on the off-axis crosspolarised radiation is 

small and the maximum of the off-axis radiation can be expressed in terms of 

11 . A rather accurate approximate expression is [6] 
x 

peak crosspolarisation (dB) = 10 10log 10.29(1/11 -1)1. 
x (2.16) 

The relative maximum level of the crosspolarised radiation of the antenna 

system is slightly dependent on the reflector illumination taper. and is 

approximately 4-6 dB lower than the relative maximum level of the cross-

polarised radiation of the feed [1]. The crosspolarised radiation of the 

feed is focused less efficiently than the copolarised radiation, since it 

consists of several lobes and a substantial portion of the cross-polarised 

radiation may be lost as spillover along the reflector(s). 

As we have seen, the radiation pattern of the feed is required to show 

axial symmetry, low crosspolarisation and, in view of low spillover losses, 

a prescribed ampl i tude decay beyond the angle corresponding to the sub-

ref lector rim. The equal i ty of the radiation patterns in the principal 

planes of a primary feed is, however. neither necessary nor sufficient for 

zero crosspolarised radiation [5]. 

The demands mentioned can be met by using a balanced hybrid mode radiat-

ing from a corrugated horn [25]. In the next section it is shown how to 

choose the aperture radius and the semi-flare angle of such a horn in order 
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to meet the requirements mentioned. 

2.3. The aperture radius and the semi-flare angle of a corrugated horn 

Consider a corrugated conical horn with a semi-flare angle aO and a slant 

length R; see Fig. 2.4. Such a horn is termed narrow-band horn or wide-band 

apex of 
horn 

spherica l 
cap 

{) 

Fig. 2.4. Horn geometry. 

ttl 
N 

horn according to the value of {;, the on-axis distance between the spherical 

cap and the plane aperture of the horn. The value of {; is given by 

{; = R-R cosaO 
(2.17) 

Expressed in terms of the aperture radius a and the angle aO' {; becomes 
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(2.18) 

Universal far-field radiation patterns (with (j/A as a parameter) of a 

circular corrugated horn radiating the balanced hybrid HEll mode, are 

graphically represented in Figs. 2 and 6 of [25]. These patterns follow from 

a Huygens-sQurce analysis of the horn aperture field. The graphs can be used 

to find the beamwidth of a given horn or to design for a prescribed 

beamwidth. 

For {j < 0.4 A the beamwidth of the HEll-mode radiation pattern is mainly 

controlled by the aperture size and will be frequency dependent. The phase 

centre starts at the aperture for {j = 0 and moves towards the apex of the 

horn as {j increases [25, Fig. 3]. A horn with {j < 0.4 A is termed a narrow-

band horn. To determine the parameters of such a horn for given {j/A and 

beamwidth at a given frequency, alA is first obtained from Fig. 2 of [25]. 

Next 90 can be derived from equation (2.18). 

As {j/A increases beyond 0.5 the beamwidth of the HEll-mode radiation 

pattern becomes less and less frequency dependent and when {j/A ~ 0.75 the 

beamwidth is approximately a linear function of the semi-flare angle 9
0

, Now 

the phase centre is near the horn apex. A horn with {j/A ~ 0.75 has nearly 

frequency-independent properties and is termed a wide-band horn. In design-

ing a wide-band horn with given {j/A and beamwidth at a given frequency, 9
0 

is obtained from Fig. 6 of [25] and the aperture radius can be calculated 

from equation (2.18). 

It should be noted that the procedure described, is based on far-field 

radiation patterns whereas in an actual Cassegrain reflector system, the 

subreflector is not necessarily in the far field of the horn. In that case a 

near-field analysis may be necessary to check the horn performance. 

The procedure for the design of a corrugated conical horn for a classical 
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Cassegrain reflector system is schematically presented in Fig. 2.5. The 

procedure should be eompleted by checking whether the antenna aperture is 

free from feed blocking. For a given main reflector and a given subreflector 

diameter D a different feed system cc.nsisting of another horn and a sub
s 

reflector with a different eccentricity can easily be dimensioned. 
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Fig. 2.5. Horn design procedure. 
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The remaining design parameters which concern the circumferential cor

rugations and the input diameter of the corrugated horn will be treated in 

the next chapter. 

In conclusion we summarize the main results of this chapter. The geometry 

and the electrical characteristics of a classical Cassegrain antenna. fed by 

a corrugated horn, have been considered. Subjects that have been treated 

are: geometrical relationships. strut geometry. subreflector size. illumina

tion taper, blocking, surface accuracy, polarisation efficiency, and on-axis 

polarisation discrimination. Relevant design criteria have been given and it 

has been shown how to determine the semi-flare angle and the length of the 

corrugated horn. 
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3. TIlE FEED SYSTEM 

3.1. Introduction 

The feed system of a linearly polarised receive antenna must possibly 

provide orthogonally polarised signals in one or more frequency bands. angle 

tracking signals in case of antenna milspointing. and polarisation tracking 

signals in case of polarisation misalignment. These signals are obtained 

from. respectively. 

orthogonal fundamental modes due to waves on orthogonal polarisations. 

transmitted for instance by a satellite; 

higher-order difference modes due to off-axis incidence of waves; 

orthogonal components of a field du" to a wave transmitted on one polar

isation. The polarisation error signal is the crosspolarised component. 

A feed system "'y consist of a horn antenna and related microwave 

circui try such as ma.tching sections. mode exciters and mode couplers. The 

microwave network is a necessary adjunct to the horn antenna, and is 

intended to separate the signals received by the common aperture antenna. 

The separation of the signals is based on the differences of the frequencies 

and the spatial distributions of these signals. 

Besides the features of a horn antenna mentioned in section 2.2. 

addi tional features of a high performance feed system are low vol tage 

standing wave ratios. low insertion losses. sufficient isolation between 

signal ports and good mode purity. 

Usually. horn antennas convert modes propagating in a waveguide into 

modes propagating into free space. or vice versa. Many types of horn 
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antennas are in use. The geometry of the horn and the field distribution in 

the horn aperture determine the performance of the horn. The name of a horn 

may reflect 

the geometry of a transverse cross-section. e.g. circular. rectangular. 

elliptical. annular. polygonal: 

the size of the flare angle. e.g. small flare angle. wide flare angle: 

the type of boundary. e.g. smooth wall. circumferentially corrugated. fin 

loaded. ridged: 

the number or the type of modes to be used. e.g. dominant mode. pure 

mode. hybrid mode. dual mode. multimode: 

the application. e.g. standard gain. dual band. broad band (bandwidth 

ratio approximately 1:1.6 for corrugated horns and 1:3 for ridged horns). 

multiple band. dual polarised. tracking. 

A horn antenna is generally fed by means of a smooth-wall waveguide sup

porting the fundamental mode. Both the waveguide and the horn should have 

propagating modes with similar field distributions. The junction of the 

waveguide and the horn is a discontinuous transition. hence many modes may 

be exci ted at this junction. The matching section at the waveguide-horn 

junction is therefore an important component of the feed system since it 

determines the return loss and because it may have a major influence on the 

excitation of some unwanted higher-order modes which may deteriorate the 

performance of the feed system. The generation of principally unwanted 

higher-order modes is a common difficulty in designing a mul ti-frequency 

feed system. 

The match of a horn antenna to the rest of the feed system is determined 

by the geometry of the throat region. By varying the geometrical parameters 

(e.g. flare angle [10]. type of corrugations [26]. corrugation depth [25]. 
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or corrugation width [22]) along the l,ength of the matching section. a good 

match can be achieved. 

The performance of a feed system can be improved by the addition of a 

wanted higher-order mode to the fundamE,ntal mode. A higher-order mode can be 

excited by the fundamental mode when a proper discontinuity or mode exciter 

(e.g. a dielectric step [20]. a metal step [28]. a flare-angle change [28]. 

[31]) is employed. In theory. good results can be achieved even at multiple 

frequencies [20]. [D. Ch. 7]. 

In order to detect a fundamental mode or a higher-order mode in the 

microwave circui try connected to a horn antenna. various principles can be 

applied, leading to (or tho )mode transdu:cers (OMT) or couplers of the coupled 

wave type (relatively wide band, larg .. length). of the resonant iris type 

(narrow band. compact). of the resonant: cavity type (narrow band). or of the 

transition type (wid" band). 

The next sections: deal in mode detail wi th corrugated horns. matching 

sections, mode exciters and mode couplers. The feed system in the present 

application may consi.st of components mentioned in this introduction. 

3.2. Horn antennas 

A feed system consisting of a perfectly conducting circular waveguide 

flared into a perfectly conducting conical horn is. by virtue of its axial 

symmetry. capable of handling any polarisation of the dominant transverse 

electric TEll waveguCide mode. Despite of its axially symmetric geometry such 

a horn generally tas a radiation pattern with unequal beamwidths in 

different planes whi,oh is due to unequal tapering of the aperture fields in 
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different planes. Furthermore. the phase centres of the horn in different 

planes will not coincide. and copolarised sidelobe radiation and crosspolar

ised radiation will be present. However, the phase centres of a conical horn 

are usually required to coincide, and the radiation pattern of a conical 

horn is generally required to have perfect symmetry. low crosspolarised 

radiation and negligible sidelobes. The desirable properties can be achieved 

by a conical horn supporting a balanced hybrid-mode field configuration at 

the horn aperture. This type of field configuration is obtained by 

superposi tioning. with proper ampli tude and phase. a transverse magnetic 

1Mll field on a TEll field. Two different methods can be applied to arrive 

at a hybrid-mode field-configuration at the aperture of a horn. 

In the first method use is made of two modes which propagate 

independently in the horn which is termed a dual-mode horn. In a perfectly 

conducting dual-mode horn the TEll and TIlll modes propagate independently 

and as these modes have different phase velocities they can be phased to 

yield the required field at the aperture. The TIll! mode can be phased to 

cancel the TEll fields at the aperture edge. The resulting electric field is 

now heavily tapered in the E-plane as well as in the H-plane. Tapering the 

fields will reduce the sidelobes and and will broaden the beamwidth in the 

E-plane. This technique simultaneously results in complete beamwidth equal

isation in all planes. complete phase centre coincidence. and sidelobe 

suppression in the electric plane [18]. This dual-mode horn can only be 

operated over a limi ted bandwidth due to the phasing required for field 

cancellation at the aperture edge. The excitation of the TIlll mode will be 

discussed further in section 3.4. 

In the second method use is made of a device supporting hybrid modes as 

the natural propagating modes. viz. a corrugated conical horn. In such a 

device the TIl and TE fields are coupled due to the corrugated boundary. A 
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hybrid mixture of TEll and TMll waves of the form TMll +')' 1 TEll' behaves as a 

single mode in which the composing components propagate with the same phase 

velocity. The parameter ')'1 is called the mode-content factor and is defined 

as the ratio of the fields of the TEn and TMn waves. When ')'1 = +1 the 

waves form the balanced hybrid mode HEll' 

Dual-mode horns ,md corrugated he,rns accomplish similar resul ts by 

different means. The modal contents in the two cases are the same. A 

corrugated horn, however, can be operated over a larger bandwidth than the 

dual-mode horn. In general operation is required over a continuous band

width. In some applications high-performance operation may be required in 

widely separated frequency bands. A requirement which can be met by a 

corrugated horn_ as the corrugated w..ll imposes, at different discrete 

frequencies, exactly the same boundary conditions on both the electric and 

magnetic fields. As a resul t we find axially symmetric radiation patterns at 

these frequencies. To achieve equal beamwidths at these frequencies, the 

parameter {j introduced in section 2.3, Inust be greater than 0.5 Po. - 0.7 Po. at 

the lowest frequency of operation. Narrow beams having the same beamwidths 

at widely separated frequencies are achIeved by a horn having a narrow flare 

angle and a large length. In the present section we will further deal with 

horn antennas that have a corrugated output section with a semi-flare angle 

9
0

, These horns also give excellent radiation patterns when exci ted in 

hybrid higher-order difference modes used for tracking purposes [14]. First 

we will consider horns having single--depth conventional rectangular cor

rugations. Thereafte)', horns having dual-depth corrugations are briefly 

treated. 

The corrugations extend circumferentially, see Fig. 3.1. For small flare 

angles, 9
0 

~ 150
, the corrugations can be cut normal to the horn axis, and 
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for larger flare angles they should be cut normal to the boundary of the 

horn. Each groove acts as a radial waveguide, short-circuited at the bottom. 

~-----.:t:~:--- w 
8

0 
_._._._._.-._._._.-

(a) 

Fig. 3.1. Corrugated conical horns; 

(a) small flare angle; (b) large flare angle. 

The boundary conditions for a circumferentially corrugated conical horn 

may be expressed in terms of two different impedances, viz. 

Z = 0, 
<P 

in the azimuthal direction, and 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 
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in the radial direction. Here. j is the imaginary unit. Zo is the free-space 

wave impedance. and ,i is the groove d"pth. A sufficient number of grooves 

per wavelength must be present. The wIdth 10 of the grooves (see Fig. 3.1) 

must be smaller than half a wavelength in order to cut off in the groove any 

other mode than the fundamental radial-waveguide mode. The tooth width t 

(see Fig. 3.1) must be small compared with 10 in order to reduce frequency 

sensitivity and to achieve low crosspolarisation over a wide frequency band. 

Wide-angle corrugated horns usually have 1D + t < lv'2. whereas horns wi th a 

small flare angle as a rule have 1D + t < lv'4 at the high-frequency end of 

the band [25]. The sImple model for thO! corrugated conical wall given above 

in terms of two impedances predicts the main features of the modes. 

For a balanced hybr id HEll mode. wi th 'Y 1 = 1. Z «> = 0 and Zr = '" These 

impedance values are realized in an average sense. For grooves not too close 

to the apex of the horn. the depth for Z = '" (slot resonance) should be 
r 

d = A(211+l)/4. n = 0,1.2, ... (3.3) 

Hence. there is a multiplicity of discrete frequencies at which any cor-

rugated horn may support the proper waves. For instance. at the frequencies 

listed in Table 2. At the frequencies fO' fl' f2' the free-space wavelengths 

Table 2. Frequencies at which Z = '" 
r 

fo' 3fO' 5fO' 7fO' ifd 

f 1 , 579 
'11' ":fl' ifl' if d 

= AO/4 

= 3A
1
/4 

f2' 
7 9 11 
Q2' 'f;;h' 5 f 2' if d = 5A2/4 

at the frequency f O' 

at the frequency fl' 

at the frequency f2' 
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are AO' AI' A2 . respectively. 

The radiation pattern due to a balanced hybrid HEll mode is rotationally 

symmetric. If the frequency deviates from one of the frequencies at which 

Z:oo. the mode-content factor will deviate from unity. As a result pattern 
r 

symmetry wi 11 deteriorate. Crosspolarised radiation which may already be 

present due to the flange of the horn or due to mode conversion along the 

length of the horn [12]. is then enhanced. In practice it is found that a 

corrugated horn can be used over a large bandwidth. The bandwidth limitation 

is determined by the high value of the voltage standing wave ratio at the 

low-frequency end of the band and by the high value of crosspolarised 

radiation at the high-frequency end of the band. 

The corrugations should present a capacitive impedance to a passing wave. 

To that end the depth d must satisfy 

(2n+l)Al4 ~ d ~ (2n+2)Al4. n = 0.1.2 ..... (3.4) 

In Fig. 3.2. eq. (3.4) with n = 0.1.2.3 is graphically represented by the 

shaded areas. From these graphs it is easily seen which depth can be chosen 

in order to obtain a capacitive impedance at a given frequency. For a given 

depth d one can rapidly determine the frequency bands in which the corruga-

tions represent a capacitive impedance. 

In the present application we need a corrugated horn that can operate at 

the three widely separated beacon frequencies of the propagation paylaod of 

Olympus (see Table 1 in Chapter 1). By choosing f 0 = 3.95 GHz we have 

3fO=11.85 GHz. 5fO = 19.75 GHz and 7fO = 27.65 GHz. If the bandwidth at fO 

is 60% (a commonly accepted empirical value). we find at 3fO a bandwidth of 

20%. at 5fO a bandwidth of 12% and at 7fO a bandwidth of 8.57%. Each of the 
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Fig. 3.2. Groove depth versus wavel •• ngth and frequency according to eq. 

(3.4) ; shaded: Z capacitive. 
r 

three beacon frequencies then lies in a frequency band where Z is capaci t
r 

ive. Hence. a single-·aperture feed system having a conventionally corrugated 

conical section can be operated at these widely separated beacon fre-

1 

10 
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quencies. In order to obtain equal beamwidths and coinciding phase centres 

at these frequencies. the horn length should be large enough to make D. 

given by eq. (2.18). greater than 0.5 A - 0.7 A at the lowest frequency of 

operation. 

From the preceding discussion. it is clear that single-depth conventional 

grooves allow a horn to be operated in a single frequency band and in 

multiple frequency bands. The separation of bands. however. is fixed. So far 

we have treated single-depth corrugations. Now we pay some attention to 

dual-depth corrugations. 

It is known that many satellite communications systems make use of two 

distinct frequency bands. In the high frequency band signals are transmitted 

from an earth station to the satellite (the uplink band). whereas in the low 

frequency hand signals are transmitted from the satellite to an earth 

station (the downlink band). The ratio of these bands often is 1.5. In com

munications systems that employ the frequency-reuse concept. the transmis

sion capacity in each band is enlarged by transmitting signals. having the 

same frequency, on orthogonal polarisations. The specifications for the 

electrical characteristics. especially the crosspo!arisation character

istics. are stringent in these applications. A dual-depth corrugated horn 

exhibiting low crosspolarised radiation characteristics in two distinct 

frequency bands can be employed in order to satisfy the polarisation 

conditions and the pattern-symmetry requirements. 

The geometry of a dual-depth corrugated horn is shown in Fig. 3.3. Two 

types of slots are present: deep slots of depth d
1

. and shallow slots of 

depth d
2 

are intermingled. 

The depth d
1 

of the deep slots is chosen to give low crosspolarised 

radiation in the low frequency band. whereas the depth d2 of the shallow 
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Fig. 3.3. A dual-depth corrugated horn. 

slots is chosen to give low crosspolarised radiation in the high frequency 

band. In contrast wit.h single-depth corrugated horns the separation between 

these frequency band" can be adjusted. The bands can be widely separated, 

but they can also be contiguous or they may partly overlap. 

To explain the main characteristics of a dual-depth corrugated horn the 

surface-impedance model can be used [16]. The influence of the slots is 

expressed in terms of surface impedances or in terms of surface admittances. 

The equivalent admi ttance YO of the dual-depth corrugated wall can be 

expressed as 

(3.5) 
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where Y
I

, Y
2 

are the admittances of the slots of depth d I , d2 , respectively. 

The equivalent admittance YO of the dual-depth configuration is comparable 

with the admittance of the single-depth configuration and the known 

behaviour of this configuration applies in the dual-depth case [16]. 

The condition for halanced hybrid HEll modes and minimum mode conversion 

along the horn is satisfied when the equivalent admittance equals zero, i.e. 

when Y
I 

= a or Y
2 

= O. Hence, it is inferred that a dual-depth configuration 

is able to support balanced hybrid modes simultaneously at two frequencies 

determined by the slot depths. The aperture radius and the semi-flare angle 

of the dual-depth horn are chosen to satisfy the bearnwidth requirements for 

the copolarised radiation; see section 2.3. Flare angle controlled or 

aperture size controlled radiation patterns result dependent on the value of 

{j obtained from eq. (2.18). 

Minimum peak crosspolarised radiation occurs at frequencies where one of 

the slots has zero admittance. The value of these frequencies is mainly 

determined by the slot depth but also by the other slot parameters. A para

metric study [16] has shown that the dual-depth horn is expected to operate 

over a ratio of frequency bands between 1.3 and 2.0. The number of slots per 

wavelength should be about 7 in the high-frequency band in order to obtain a 

performance similar to that of a single-depth corrugated horn. 

So far each slot type has been assumed to operate in one frequency band 

requiring a depth of a quarter of a wavelength. The admittance of each slot 

type, however, is zero at a multiplicity of discrete frequencies. Hence, in 

principle, each slot type can be made to operate in mul tiple frequency 

bands. Dual-depth corrugations therefore allow a horn to be operated in two 

or more widely separated frequency bands. For instance, depths dl and d
2 

can 

be chosen to enable hal anced hybrid HEll mode propagation at the beacon 

frequencies of the Olympus propagation payload. 
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Finally, our conclusion is as follows. The horn antenna of a high-

performance single-aperture multi-band feed system can be a corrugated horn 

with single-depth corrugations or with dual-depth corrugations. 

3.3. Matching sections 

In this section we consider the junction of a corrugated horn and its 

feeding waveguide. A corrugated conical horn is usually connected with a 

smooth-wall cylindrical waveguide because both the waveguide and the horn 

can support propagating modes of similar field distributions. For instance, 

the distribution of the TEll waveguide mode looks like the distribution of 

the spherical hybrid HEll mode. A similar pair of modes consists of the TE21 

and the HE21 modes. 

The junction is, on the one band, a transition from the uniform cylin-

drical geometry of the waveguide to the spherical conical geometry of the 

horn, and on the other hand, a transi tion from a device having a perfectly 

conducting wall to a device having a co:rrugated wall with Z -+ 0 and Z -+ "'. 
«> r 

Boundary conditions therefore change due to a change in geometry and due to 

a change in surface ilnpedance. 

A TEll waveguide mode, passing the junction, should gradually be convert

ed into the corresponding spherical hybrid HEll mode. Because of the 

discontinuous junction, fields of many Inodes may be excited on both sides of 

the junction. The TEll mode will transfer most of its power to the HEll 

mode. The remaining power is partly reflected and partly converted into 

higher-order modes. As a resul t the bandwidth of a corrugated horn fed by 

means of a smooth-wall waveguide is limited at the low-frequency end of the 

band by the value of the vol tage standing wave ratio (VSWR), and at the 
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high-frequency end of the band by the amount of the unwanted crosspolarised 

EHl2 mode [10]. 

The TEll-HEll conversion occurs in the region of the first few slots. The 

match of the corrugated horn to the smooth-wall waveguide is determined by 

the geometry and the electrical characteristics of the throat region. The 

region beyond the throat hardly contributes to the match. 

By varying the geometrical parameters of the slots in the throat region 

the discontinui ty between the waveguide and the horn is spread evenly. 

Amongst the known matching sections for converting the TEll mode to the HEll 

mode several types yield good results for many applications. 

In one type of matching section having conventional rectangular slots, 

the constant-width corrugations at the throat region are deepened such that 

they represent comparatively low capacitive impedances at the waveguide end 

and high capacitive impedances at the corrugated horn end, see Fig. 3.4a. A 

good match is obtained by gradually varying the depth of the first few slots 

from a value of approximately Al2 at the highest frequency of operation, to 

a value of about AI~ at the lowest frequency of operation [25]. 

In another type of matching section having conventional rectangular 

slots, the slot admittance is made approximately equal to the admittance of 

the smooth-wall waveguide by making the slot width progressively narrower 

towards the waveguide [22]; see Fig. 3.4b. 

Acceptable performance of these matching sections is then obtained over a 

single limited bandwidth of about 1:1.5 [22],[23]. An improvement in band

width may be realized over the corrugated matching sections with rectangular 

slots, by using ring-loaded slots. By loading, the rate of change of slot 

impedance with frequency is reduced, and the halanced hYbrid conditions are 

maintained over a broad band. The width of the ring-loaded slots at the 

surface increases along the length of the matching section, see Fig. 3.4c. 
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( a) 

~~ 
( b) ( c) 

Fig. 3.4. Matching sections; (a) re"tangular slots of varying depth; 

(b) rectangular slots of '~rying width; (c) ring-loaded 

slots. 

By using ring-loaded slots one can achieve bandwidths of about 1:2 if the 

small amount of EH12 mode generated, can be tolerated [10]. 

The design of a transition between a smooth-wall waveguide and a cor-

ruga ted coni=l horn operating in mul ti.ple frequency bands can be based upon 

the matching methods discussed. Efficient transformation of TEll modes into 

HEll modes in widely separated frequency bands can be achieved by using 

ring-loaded slots and rectangular slots baving an optimized slot depth, slot 

width and corrugation wall thicknes:>. A possible matching section may 

consist of ring-loaded slots, with gradually "hanging slot parameters, 
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followed by rectangular slots of varying depth. see Fig. 3.5. An extensive 

experimental study may be needed in order to determine the geometrical 

parameters for an acceptable match in each frequency band. 

Fig. 3.5. Matching section consisting of ring-loaded slots and 

rectangular slots. 

3.4. Mode exciters 

In the previous section we have considered the excitation of the 

spherical hybrid HEll mode in the corrugated conical horn by the waveguide 

mode of similar field distribution. viz. the TEll waveguide mode. The 

spherical hybrid HEll mode can be viewed as a mixture of TEll and TMll 

spherical modes of the form TEll + ~1 TMII as discussed in section 3.2. A 

hybrid-mode field configuration due to TEll and TMII type modes. incident on 

the plane of the junction of the smooth-wall waveguide and the corrugated 
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conical horn, can just as well excite the spherical hybrid HEll mode in the 

corrugated horn. In a dual-mode feed the amplitudes and the phases of the 

modes are adjusted for field cancellation at the edge of the aperture of the 

feed. If a dual-mode device is used for excitation purposes, the amplitudes 

and phases should be adjusted for optinrum matching of fields in the junction 

plane. The required phasing to achievE! field cancellation or optimum field 

matching will limit the bandwidth. The dual-mode devices considered in this 

section consist of a feeding waveguide. a sui table discontinui ty. and a 

phasing section. 

The 1MII mode can be generated by loading a conical section with a di

electric step [20]; see Fig. 3.6a. When the length, thickness and posi tion 

of the dielectric band are correctly chosen, the bandwidth is reported to be 

25%. By using two strips, good results can be achieved at multiple frequen-

cies. The 1MII mode can also be generated by metal steps instead of dielec-

tric steps [13; Ch. 7]. 

In a uniform cyll.ndrical waveguide the 1Mll mode can be generated by a 

step change in the waveguide diameter from 2a to 2aO [18]. The amount of 

1Mll mode generated depends on the ratio aO/a. The length of the phasing 

section must be chosen to give the desired mixture of fields in this 

dual-mode device, see Fig. 3.6b. 

The change in the waveguide diameter from 2a to 2aO can also be realized 

by a conical junction [28], see Fig. 3.6c. The semi-flare angle 91 of the 

conical section determines the power of the 1MII mode relative to the power 

of the TEll mode. The ratio of the mode powers W
TMII 

of the 1MII mode and 

WTE of the TEll mod", is given by [28] 
11 

(3.6) 
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whereas the ratio required for field cancellation at the waveguide boundary 

can be expressed as [27] 

= 0.4191 (3.7) 

Here. A TM and A TE are the guide wavelengths of the TMll and the TEll 
9 11 9 11 

modes. respectively. From equations (3.6) and (3.7) it is found that 

91 = 44.6 A/(2n). (3.8) 

Although these analytical results provide useful information. the design 

of a dual-mode device operating at multiple frequencies. should be completed 

on the basis of experimental results. 

2a 2a 
+---< .... 8

1 

( a) (b) (( ) 

Fig. 3.6. TM11 mode exciters; (a) dielectric step; (b) step change; 

(c) conical junction. 
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3.5. Mode extraction 

In the present section we study subjects related to the extraction of 

signals received by the feed system at the frequencies of the three linearly 

polarised beacons BO' Bl and B2 of the Olympus propagation payload (see 

Table 1. Chapter 1). Due to the waves received by the corrugated horn anten

na of the feed system. fundamental modes and higher-order modes are excited 

in the smooth-wall waveguide section of the feed system. see Fig. 3.7. 

Fig. 3.7. Multi-frequency feed syste·m; 1. corrugated horn; 2. matching 

section; 3. tracking coupler; 4.6.8. fundamental mode coupler; 

5.7. mode exciter. 

At the three beacon frequencies. the influence of the atmosphere on the 

propagation of radio waves is detected from the orthogonal components of the 

fundamental TEll waveguide modes. In addition. higher-order difference modes 

at the frequency of BO should be detected for antenna-tracking purposes. The 

diameter of the relevant waveguides must be chosen to allow these modes to 

propagate in the feed system. 

In the present application we deal with signals at three single fre

quencies. In order to detect the selected modes at these frequencies. the 

use of narrow-band couplers of the resonant cavity type is under considera-

tion [21aJ. [21bJ. 
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Therefore, we now deal in more detail with modes propagating in a smooth

wall waveguide and with normal modes in a coaxial resonator. Furthermore. 

the coupling between the waveguide and the resonator, and the coupling be

tween the resonator and the external circuitry are discussed. 

In general, two classes of waveguide modes can be defined, viz. trans

verse magnetic (TM) modes and transverse electric (TE) modes. Ei ther the 

electric field (TM modes) or the magnetic field (TE modes) has a longitudi

nal component. Each mode has its own electromagnetic field configuration, 

guide wavelength and cut-off wavelength. The magnetic field configuration on 

the inner surface of the waveguide determines the surface current J. The ex

pression for] in terms of N, the magnetic field vector, is 

J = n x H, (3.9) 

where n is the unit vector normal to the surface. Information on the cur

rents flowing on the inner surface of the guide is desirable in connection 

with coupling by apertures in the perfectly conducting waveguide wall. On 

such a wall, the normal magnetic field and the tangential electric field 

equal zero. A tangential magnetic field and a normal electric field, how

ever, may be present. The direction of the surface current is perpendicular 

to the direction of the tangential magnetic field. Narrow rectangular slots 

perpendicular to the surface currents are cut in the waveguide wall for 

coupling purposes. When a resonant half-wave slot is cut in the Common wall 

of two waveguides, the fields in the guides are coupled if the slot field 

generated by the field in one guide, can excite the field in the other 
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guide. In a narrow longitudinal slot, such a field can be generated by the 

axial field component H of a TE waveguide mode. Waveguides and coupling z 

devices may be coupled through slots in a common wall. By using properly 

positioned slots, selected waveguide modes can be detected. The ratio of the 

slot width and the slot length is often chosen to be 0.1. 

The period of a mode propagating inside the circular guide is the guide 

wavelength X given by [9, Ch. 1] 
9 

(3.10) 

where X is the cut-off wavelength of the mode. The cut-off wavelengths of 
c 

TE and TM modes a.re 
mn mn 

Xc = 2rra/X' mn' 
(3.11) 

(3.12) 

respectively. Here, :2a. is the waveguide diameter, Xmn is the nth root of 

J (X) = D, and X' is the nth root of ]' (X) = D, wi th J the Bessel 
m mn m m 

functions of the first kind and mth order, and J' their derivatives. 
m 

In the mode des ignation, the suhscript m indicates the number of 

tangential full-period field variations, and n denotes the number of radial 

half-period field variations. The mod,es vary azimuthally as cosm<p, sinm<p 

where <p is the azimuthal coordinate. For the first seven modes of pro-

pagation in a circular waveguide, the ,'oots X
mn

, X~. and the cut-off wave

guide diameter, determined from X = X, are listed in Table 3. 
c 
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In the present application we are concerned wi th the orthogonal fun-

damental waveguide modes denoted by TE1lV and TE1lH' which are due to 

vertically and horizontally polarised satellite signals. respectively. The 

transverse field configurations of these modes. in a plane of maximum radial 

electric field. are shown in Figs. 3.8a-b. where also the azimuthal 

variations of the corresponding axial magnetic fields Hz1V and Hz1H are 

shown. Hz1V varies as cos ~ and Hz1H varies as sin~. In case of vertical 

polarisation (y-direction) the copolarised component of the waveguide field 

Table 3. Modes in a circular waveguide 

Mode X X' cut-off waveguide diameter 
mn mn 

TE1l 1.841 0.586 " 

TM01 2.405 0.766 " 

1'£21 3.054 0.972 " 

TEO 1 3.832 1.220 " 

TM1l 3.832 1.220 " 

TE31 4.201 1.337 " 

~1 5.136 1.635 " 

can be detected through narrow longi tudinal slots in the horizontal plane 

!I=O. The crosspolarised component of the field can be extracted through 

narrow longitudinal slots in the vertical plane x = O. In case of horizon-

tally polarised signals. the slots change roles. The azimuthal positions of 

the slots are determined by the polarisations. The longitUdinal position of 

slots for the extraction of a mode. is determined by the location of the 

reflection plane and by the guide wavelength pertaining to that mode. A wave 
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2n 
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If 
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x 

f 2n -+ 
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Fig. 3.8. Field configurations of orthogonal fundamental modes and 

higher-order difference modes of a circular waveguide; 

t4; 
a. 1'£lly ; b. 1'£llH ; c. 1'£2:1; d. TE21 ; 

--- electric field; ----.- magnetic field. 

Lx 

propagating in the guide. will effectively be reflected when the guide 

diameter becomes smaller than the cut-off diameter. As a resul t of the 

reflection. a standing wave is set up ,~long the guide. At a given frequency 
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a fixed sinusoidal current pattern is formed. The slots are located at a 

position where the current due to Hz' is maximum. 

To direct a narrow-beam receive antenna at a transmit antenna. some form 

of angle tracking is required. Amongst the available methods for the 

detection and correction of antenna mispointing. there is an accurate one, 

known as the multimode autotrack method. Its operation is based upon the 

principle that in case of antenna mispointing, in addition to a fundamental 

mode, higher-order difference modes are excited in the feed system. Simpli-

fied radiation patterns due to a fundamental mode (sum pattern) and a 

difference mode (difference pattern) are shown in Fig. 3.9. For small angles 

around boresight, the difference pattern is nearly linear. and the sum 

pattern is almost constant. By comparing ampli tudes and phases of signals 

due to fundamental and difference modes, one can obtain information on the 

magnitude and the direction of the antenna pointing error. 

. ' , - : . , . , 
V 

Fig. 3.9. Radiation patterns due to a fundamental mode and a difference 

mode. 
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In case of linearly polarised beacon signal, two higher-order difference 

modes are required in order to obtain information for tracking in the 

elevation and the azimuth planes of th" antenna. In principle, various pairs 

of difference modes can be used. For instance, the pairs consisting of the 

TMOI and TEOI modes [19], the TMOI and the TE21 modes [29], and the TE21 and .. 
TE21 modes [3], [15]. 

In the present feed system, the application of the TEOI mode is not under 

consideration because the waveguide diameter must be rather large for this 

mode to propagate. &,sides, we remark that the modes of the first two pairs 

have different cut-off diameters and different guide wavelengths. The use of .. 
the TE21 and TE21 modes, having the same cut-off diameters and the same 

guide wavelengths, is therefore preferred. .. 
The transverse field configurations of the TE21 , TE21 modes, in a plane 

of maximum radial electric field are shown in Figs. 3.8c-d, where also the 

. .. 
azimuthal variations of the corresponding axial magnetic fIelds HZ2' Hz2' 

given by cos 2</>, sin 2'1', are presented. From Fig. 3.8 it is inferred that 

two narrow longitudinal slots, at 'I' " 11'/4 and 'I' = 5Tr/4, suffice for the 

unambiguous detection of the TE21 mode, and that two narrow-longitudinal 

slots, at 'I' = 0 and <p 
.. 

= 11', are suffiicient for the detection of the TE21 

mode. These four slots suffice for the sensing of the difference modes; 

however, by using eight slots one can realize a symmetrical configuration, 

which is preferable to the asymmetrical configuration consisting of four 

slots; see Fig. 3.10. We further remark that narrow longitudinal slots 

prevent coupling to the TMOI mode which can also propagate in the waveguide . .. 
The azimuthal positions of the slots for the extraction of the TE2l , TE21 

modes are determined by the functions sin2<p, cos 2,/" respectively. The long-

itudinal position of the slots is determined by the location of the reflec-
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Fig. 3.10. Asymmetrical and symmetrical slot-positions for the detection .. 
of TE21 , TE21 modes. 

tion plane and by the guide wavelength pertaining to these modes. Coupling 

to fundamental modes is avoided if the slots for sensing the difference 

modes can be placed at a position where the azimuthal currents due to the 

fundamental modes are zero. The reflection planes and the guide wavelengths 

pertaining to the fundamental and difference modes must be chosen 

accordingly, i.e. proper waveguide diameters and waveguide lengths must be 

determined. 

Fundamental modes and difference modes in the waveguide section of the 

feed system can be detected by suitable couplers. The power of a selected 

waveguide mode can be almost fully extracted by a coupler of the resonant 

cavity type [19],[21a],[21b], which is a narrow-band pure-mode coupler. The 

waveguide of the feed system may act as the inner conductor of a coaxial 

waveguide, which by closing both ends with conducting disks, is made into a 

coaxial resonator. The geometry of such a resonator is specified by the 

radii a and b of the inner and outer conductor, respectively, and by the 

axial length L; see Fig. 3.11. 
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b 

a 
.. -.- .-.-.-.. - .-.-.-

L 

Fig. 3.11. Coaxial resonator with ho,llow inner conductor. 

Resonant modes in a coaxial cavity resul t from mul tiple reflections of 

propagating coaxial-~~veguide modes. A tuned cavity is designed to resonate 

in a single mode. Two classes of modes are distinguished [9. Ch. 5]. First. 

transverse electric modes. having no axial electric field component. These 

modes are designatecil by the notation TE . Second. transverse magnetic mnq 

modes. having no axial magnetic field c:omponent. These modes are designated 

by 1M . As in the case of waveguide modes. the subscripts m and n indicate mnq 

the azimuthal and radial field variations. The subscript q denotes the 

number of axial half-period field variations. 

The wavelength A of a mode in a coaxial waveguide is given by 
9 

(3.13) 
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The cut-off wavelength A is now determined by 
c 

TE modes, 

and 

I'M modes, 

where y~ is the nth root of 

J'(!:!. y) Y'(y) - J'(y) Y'(!:!. y) = 0, 
ma m m ma 

and Y
mn 

is the nth root of 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

] , J' are the Bessel functions of the first kind and mth order, and m m 

their derivatives. Y Y' are the Bessel functions of the second kind and 
m' m 

mth order, and their derivatives. 

The axial length L of the resonator must satisfy 

L = q A /2. 
9 

From eqs. (3.13) and (3.18) we obtain 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 
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where 

c = velocity of light in the medium of the resonator. 

f = frequency. 

J( = !I~. TE modes. 
mn'l 

TM modes. 
mnq J( = !lmn' 

Eq. (3.19) can be rewritten in terms of the resonant frequency as 

(3.20) 

The resonant wavelength A is given by 

(3.21) 

From eq. (3.20) it follows that (f~h)2 is a linear function of (2a/L)2. 

From graphical representations of (:1.20). called mode charts. one can 
, 

determine the resonant modes of a particular cavity [11]. In the present 

application we are mainly interested in resonator modes excited by the 

fundamental modes and the difference modes of the waveguide. These modes 

have azimuthal dependences cos'!'. sin,!, .. cos2'!'. sin2'!'. For the detection of 

the waveguide modes. use will be made of resonator modes having the same 

azimuthal dependences. For the lower resonator modes having these depen-

dences on 'P. the transverse field configurations in a plane wi th maximum 

radial electric field are shown in Fig. 3.12. The dependence of the 

longi tudinal magnetiG field components on the axial coordinate z. is given 

by sin(<prZ/L). This relationship. for Cf = 1. is shown in Fig. 3.13. 
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ty ty 

+~_-+x (b).~...:;. 

ty ty 

( C .-+.::+-1 (d,~~ 

Fig. 3.12. Field configurations of resonant modes of a coaxial cavity; .. 
a. TE11qy; b, TE11qH; c. TE21q ; d. TE21q ; 

------ electric field; ----- magnetic field. 

Fig. 3.13. The z dependence of axial magnetic field components of coaxial 

resonator modes with q = 1. 
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From the equality of the azimuthal dependences of the selected waveguide 

modes and the resonator modes. we infer that. by using properly positioned 

longitudinal slots. a waveguide mode ~1l1 excite the corresponding resonator 

mode. 

Each of the fundamental waveguide modes TE
11V

' TE11H may independently 

excite one and the same coaxial resonator. viz. a TE111 resonant cavity. 

Excitation occurs through two diametrical longitudinal slots. see Fig. 

3.14a. Each of the difference modes of the waveguide 

independently excites one and the same TE211 coaxial resonant cavity. 

Exci tation occurs through four slots H the symmetrical slot configuration 

is applied. see Fig. 3.14b. In view of the present application. the TE111 

cavity ~ be termed fundamental mode coupler. and the TE211 cavity ~ be 

termed tracking coupler. 

(b) 
-11--;-+-+--:--

Fig. 3.14. a. Extl:action of fundamental waveguide modes by a TEll1 

coaxial resonant cavity; 

b. Exuaction of difference modes of a waveguide by a TE211 

coaxial resonant cavi ty. 
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The procedure for the determination of cavity dimensions, is 

schematically shown in Fig. 3.15. 

A Ag L 

a 
b 

'X. Ac m 
n~ 

q 
, 

Fig. 3.15. Design procedure for a coaxial cavity. 

The cavities must be coupled to external circuitry. Coupling can be 

realized by a loop probe, a straight rod probe, or by an aperture connecting 

the cavity wi th a waveguide [2], [30]. The loop probe, inserted into the 

cavi ty, provides coup I ing wi th the magnetic field in the cavi ty. The plane 

of the loop must be orthogonal to the direction of the magnetic field of the 

mode to be sensed. The rod probe, inserted into the cavity, provides 

coupling with the electric field in the cavity. The rod is located parallel 

to the electric field of the mode to be detected. For coupling to transverse 

electric cavity modes, the aperture can be formed by a narrow longitudinal 

half-wave slot in the cylindrical wall of the cavity. The location of a slot 

along the cavity circumference is determined by the axial magnetic field of 

the cavity mode to which coupling is required. 
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The cavities, depicted in Fig. 3.14, are assumed to be coupled to 

external circuitry by narrow longitudinal half-wave slots. In a single-

polarisation application, the fundamental mode coupler provides copolarised 

and crosspolarised components of either vertically or horizontally polarised 

waves. In a dual-polarisation application, however, copolarised components 

of both the polarisations can be obtained from the fundamental mode coupler . .. 
The tracking coupler of Fig. 3.14 provides signals proportional to the TE21 , 

TE21 difference modes. These signals must be further processed to yield the 

decoupled azimuth and elevation error signals in order to enable the cor-

rection of antenna mispointing [3], [19]. 

In conclusion we summarize the results of this chapter. The configuration 

of a single-aperture multi-band feed system has been investigated. The feed 

system is applied in a dual-reflector Cassegrain antenna, intended for the 

propagation experiments with the large telecommunications satellite Olympus. 

At three widely separated frequencies, fundamental waveguide modes should be 

able to propagate in the feed system, whereas at the lowest of these 

frequencies, also difference modes fo]· tracking purposes must be able to 

propagate. The major components of the reed system are a horn antenna, a 

matching section. mode exciters and mode couplers. 

The horn antenna can be a corrugated horn with single-depth or with dual-

depth grooves. The depths must allow balanced hybrid modes to propagate at 

three Widely separated frequencies. 

The matching section, consisting of specially shaped grooves, provides a 

gradual transition from the smooth-wall. waveguide section to the corrugated 

horn. 

The mode exciters consist of waveguide-diameter changes at which mode 

conversion is obtained. A hybrid-mode field configuration is converted into 
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a transverse electric field configuration. 

Narrow-band couplers of the resonant cavity type provide coupling of the 

feed system to external circuitry. At the three widely separated single 

frequencies. coaxial resonant cavities can be applied in order to extract 

the signals received by the feed. Fundamental mode couplers may provide co

polarised and/or crosspolarised components of the received signals. A 

tracking coupler provides signals proportional to the difference modes. 

exci ted in case of antenna mispointing. These tracking signals can be 

further processed to give decoupled azimuth and elevation error signals 

required for antenna tracking purposes. 

The multi-frequency feed system is a technically demanding part of the 

antenna system. Some analytical resul ts concerning the components of the 

feed system have been given. These results provide useful design informa

tion. The final design of the feed system. however. can only be arrived at 

when these analytical resul ts are backed and supplemented by experimental 

information. These results must provide the groove parameters in a 

transition section. the lengths of the phasing sections. and the locations 

of the couplers. 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In chapter 1 we have reviewed some earth-station configurations which may 

be used in propagation experiments with the three beacons of the propagation 

payload of the large teleconmrunications satell i te Olympus. These beacons 

provide signals for the study of the atmospheric influence on radio-wave 

propagation at millimeter-wave frequencies. Furthermore, one of the beacons 

can be used as a directional reference for earth-station antennas. In order 

to receive the widely separated beacon frequencies, a dual-reflector Casse-

grain antenna with a single-aperture multi-frequency corrugated feed, is 

proposed. 

In chapter 2, the geometry and the electrical characteristics of a 

classical Cassegrain antenna, with a corrugated horn as the primary feed, 

have been considered. Relations bet"een geometrical parameters of the 

antenna system have been given. The illumination taper in the antenna 

aperture should be about 10-14 dB. The subreflector diameter must be approx-

imately 0.1 of the diameter of the main reflector. Bent subreflector struts, 

attached to the rim of the main refl"ctor, are preferr"d. High values of 

on-axis polarisation discrimination can be achieved if ~ ~ A/~O and 
rms 

T) ~O.995. These latter requirements are met by using precision reflector 
x 

surfaces and by using a primary feed wi th a low level of crosspolarised 

radiation. 

In chapter 3 a multi-band feed system has been studied. The main 

components of the feed system are a corrugated horn antenna, a matching 

section, mode exci ters and mode couplers. At the three beacon frequencies, 

the radiation patterns (sum patterns) of the primary feed are required to 

have perfect symmetry, low crossp,)larised radiation and negligible 
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side lobes . These characteristics can be achieved by a corrugated conical 

horn. supporting balanced hybrid-mode field configurations at the horn 

aperture. In order to obtain beamwidths that are approximately equal at the 

beacon frequencies. the parameter D. which is a function of the semi-flare 

angle and the length of the horn. must be sufficiently large. Then. nearly 

frequency-independent characteristics are obtained. The horn antenna can be 

a corrugated horn with ei ther single-depth corrugations or wi th dual-depth 

corrugations. Both single-depth and dual-depth conventional grooves of 

proper depths allow a horn to be operated in multiple frequency bands. 

The matching section connects the corrugated conical horn with the 

smooth-wall cylindrical waveguide section of the feed system. The match of 

the horn to the rest of the feed may be realized by gradually changing the 

conical geometry into the cylindrical geometry and by smoothly varying the 

groove parameters along the length of the matching section. 

The mode exciters are used to improve the feed system performance. They 

consist of waveguide discontinuities. at which mode conversion is obtained, 

and phasing sections. Hybrid-mode field configurations are generated from a 

transverse electric field distribution. or vice versa. Discontinuities that 

can be applied are, for instance, waveguide diameter changes. By using two 

discontinuities, good results can be achieved at mUltiple frequencies. 

By using coaxial resonant cavities, signals are extracted from the 

waveguide section of the feed at the three beacon frequencies. The separa

tion and the detection of the signals is based upon the differences of the 

frequencies and the spatial distributions of these signals. Fundamental 

waveguide modes are to be detected at each of the frequencies. The modal 

waveguide fields excite TEl!! coaxial cavities through suitably positioned 

longi tudinal slots. From the cavi ty fields, copolarised and crosspolarised 

signals can be obtained for the investigation of the atmospheric influence 
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on radio-wave propagation. For the correction of antenna mispointing. a 

mul timode autotrack system can be applied. In addition to a fundamental 

mode. higher-order difference modes IDU.St then be sensed. These difference 

modes are excited if off-axis incidence of waves upon the antenna occurs. 

The fields of these modes excite a TE21.1 coaxial cavi ty. From the fields in 

this cavity. signals are derived which must be further processed to give 

decoupled azimuth and elevation error signals for the correction of antenna 

mispointing. 

General observations and analytical results in connection to each of the 

components of the feed system have b"en given in chapter 3. The results 

provide necessary design information. but the final design of the feed 

system can only be arrived at by supplementary experiments from which the 

groove parameters in the transition section. the lengths of the phasing 

sections. and the locations of the mode couplers result. 
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